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We believe the world is ready for a new take on social media and finance.



Behemoth corporations make billions off of their users, selling personal 

data and leaving creators with the scraps.


 


It’s clear that the current social media ecosystem is unsustainable and in 

need of an overhaul.



Mainstream adoption of cryptocurrencies, the growth of NFTs and DAOs, 

and the explosion of decentralized finance and crypto-innovation 

represent a groundswell of technological developments fueling new 

possibilities for social, finance, and the web as we know it...



Enter Privi - and end-to-end network of powerful decentralized social 

and financial applications, developed on an innovative blockchain that 

empowers creators, brands, communities and individuals to interact 

and transact in an entirely new way. 



Out with the old, in with the new. Privi aims to set us free from the 

middleman and usher in a new era for the worldwide web.



The Privi blockchain

The worlds general ledger
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Privi is user-owned and trustless, with no intermediary between you, 

your assets, and your experience.



The smart contracts and accompanied logic of the Privi blockchain are 

built on the HyperLedger Fabric blockchain (built and maintained by 

IBM).



Privi is sustained through taxation and has very high transactions 

speeds (up to 2000/sec), while providing you and your assets with top 

rate security and private keys to forever access your access on the 

blockchain.



Privi is interoperable with BTC, ETH, BSC, and DOT chains, and 

implements a 'Proof of Stake' consensus algorithm, which limits the 

impact on the planet.


DECENTRALIZED

Ecofriendly

integrated

Secure

affordable

FAST



Applications

YOU DECIDE HOW YOU WANT TO ENGAGE
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It has been 10 years since we discovered blockchain. Yet just because 

we have discovered the technology, does not mean we know how to 

control it, until now.



Privi has reimagined the digital transaction. Seamlessly empowering 

collaboration, investing, earning, and consuming in an end-to-end web 

platform, and mobile application suite. 



Packed with features and applications, Privi empowers you to design 

your own network, exchange for only what you want on a powerful 

general ledger, and trade for goods and services unlike ever before 

with the Privi token.



All these decentralized applications have their own economy. Each 

app has its own governance, ownership and revenue structures, yet are 

all tied to the ecosystem. We believe that the only way to make the 

network truly decentralized, is to have the apps we’ve developed stand 

alone.


Defi

Wallet


Privi Insurance


Privi Credit

Privi Trax


Privi Pix


Privi Flix


Privi Bux

Privi DAOs


Privi Pods


Privi Collabs

DAOs launch apps on Privi


Developer Portal


Open-source


Governance

SOCIALMEDIA

COMMUNITY 

DECENTRALIZED



REINVENTING THE SOCIAL NETWORK
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Social networks today are broken. They feed off of the millions of 

micro-communities and creators using their platforms, yet are unable to 

take the wants or needs of these people into account.



Privi changes that. The network is equipped with applications we have 

become accustomed to on everyday legacy social networks and 

content platforms, but with Privi, the monetization of content is given 

back to those who deserve it - creators and communities. Not the 

platform. 



Instead of sacrificing value to the platform, creators and communities 

get to directly control and benefit from their own work and media.





...Web2 meets Web3

 Audio, Video, Images and Writing - Done right
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All four social media applications have their own governance, 

ownership and revenue structures. This means that each has their 

own unique app token (pTRAX, pFLIX, pBUX, pPIX), that can be traded 

at any time, and that constantly earns dividends from each apps unique 

taxation stream. 



You can listen, watch, read and consume media for free. If that isn't 

enough, you can even earn while you use Privi Trax, Flix, Bux and Pix.  

How? Simply stake tokens in each apps respective DAO.



All applications even kill Piracy, and creators and users earn in the 

process. While creators are the primary benefactor, and completely 

enjoy the ability to customize how their content is priced and accessed.






PRIVI BUX

Privi Flix

PRIVI TRAX

Secure

PRIVI PIX

Get paid to listen


Kill Piracy and earn

while doing it


Artists makes 

3x Spotify

Get paid to consume


Think Instagram, but 

where creators can 

actually monetize


Get paid to read


Kill Piracy and earn

while doing it


Writers price per page

Get paid to watch


Kill Piracy and earn

while doing it


Creators customize how

they want to earn

“Imagine if Spotify, Netflix and Kindle 

said we are now free! 


Just connect your credit card and 

leave $100 on it, and you disconnect 

your card whenever you want!”
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CREATOR

CONTENT

USER

Price content by the second 

(payment streaming)


Fixed price or base price


Auction


Live profit sharing


Fractionalize content


Prefund Content


No middleman between 

you and your fonds

Audio


Video


Articles/Blogs


Artwork



Stake to consume


Earn while you consume


Invest in creators (Pods)


String share: Earn when you 
share


3D Worlds to consume and 
connect
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What are 

Pods? 

SOCIAL + FINANCIAL SPACES

Privi Pods
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Pods are customizable smart contracts that issue non-fungible and 
fungible tokens. They are social and financial spaces whose functionality 
allows for creators, brands, communities and individuals to partake in a wide 
range of use cases and applications: 



Media Pods 


Media Pods is the first Pods application to launch. Media Pods give you the 
ability to prefund new media and assets, as well as fractionalize media and 
assets. This means that creators can raise money by selling future rights to 
media, or sell parts of current media. Investors receive unique Pod tokens 
which are customized based on the Pod, for example tokens could receive 
royalties, or access exclusive DAOs. The more interest the Pod receives, the 
higher the Pod token price. 



Physical NFT Pods 


Physical NFT Pods are vehicles to tokenize physical assets, primarily property. 
Physical NFT Pods can apply to Privi Insurance, in order to attract more 
interest from investors as the underlying asset, most probably property, is 
insured. Physical NFT Pod tokens can be customized, for example you can buy 
just .01% of a piece of property, and the Pod interface allows for Pod token 
holders to decide and vote on matters, for example renting the property out. 
The more interest the Pod receives, the higher the Pod token price. 



Loan-based Pods 


Loan-based Pods are a new way to receive a loan and lend money. Typically 
when you loan someone money, that money is gone. But with loan-based 
Pods, lenders receive FT (Fungible tokens) Pod tokens, which can be traded at 
any time. Details of the Pod token, for example interest amount, frequency of 
interest, can be viewed by potential buyers. Individuals, Pods or DAOs can 
create a loan-based Pods, and the more interest the Pod receives, the higher 
the Pod token price. 

Loan-based

Pods

Media Pods

Low fees

Physical 

NFT Pods

Every Pod is a unique smart contract


Every Pod Token is tradeable 


Every Pods financials are customizable


Chat rooms


Voting


Connected to Privi Insurance


Gated or public pods



Privi DAOs
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PRIVI DAOs (decentralized autonomous organizations) are available 

for anyone to create or join. They can be brands, interest groups, 

creators and their communities, the sky is the limit. Privi DAOs in and 

of itself are its own economy, and as such, have its own governance, 

ownership and revenue structure.

SOCIAL

Chat Groups


Group Feeds

Gated Content


Community Blog

Joining Rules


Voting

Member Levels


Assign roles

Customize

Developer Portal 

Social Tokens


Payments

Treasury


Vesting & Taxation

Raise

DAO token exchange

Propose and vote on apps/


features to be built



Connect with freelance 

developers within Privi



Stream salary to the 

developers by the second



License features/apps to 

other DAOs


DAOs can raise money by selling tokens to 
investors


 
Investors tokens are never locked, they 

can be traded at any time 



Investors farm yields while holding tokens



Investors are protected if price goes down 


GOVERNANCE

CUSTOMIZE

FINANCE

RAISE



Show off your assets and  meet people

ENTER THE METAVERSE
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Every user can show off assets that they own, and share their 

metaverse with other users



You can listen to music and watch videos in the metaverse



Creators and communities can hold events in the metaverse by 

sharing coordinates



People can meet each other in the metaverse



Crypto can be streamed by the second to the owners of NFTs, for 

example, if you go listen to a 'live audio' session in the metaverse



And so much more....


 

Every Profile and DAO has the ability to show off their media and assets 

in a 3D/virtual world. Yes, you heard that right, this is a 3D Social 

Network. Welcome to the Social Metaverse.



While at first this will be done simply through a desktop, the potential for 

the metaverse and Privi is immense.



There will be a wide range of functionalities in the metaverse, for 

example, creators and communities will have the ability to:



FINANCIAL RAILS PROPEL THE NETWORK

POWERFUL DEFI APPLICATIONS
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Much like Apple believed in integrating hardware 

and software in the personal computing 

revolution, Privi believes that integrating social 

and finance in an end to end platform provides 

immense opportunity to penetrate the mass 

market. 



Privi Wallet 


You have the ability to generate your very own 

unique Ethereum wallet and receive your own 

unique public address (0x..). And since Privi is 

multichain and interoperable with other popular 

chains, you can connect your MetaMask, 

WalletConnect, Binance and Polkadot Wallet. 



You can make swaps and exchange tokens with 

the Privi Bridge functionality, which is integrated 

with Ethereum, Substrate, Polygon and of 

course, the Privi chain. Liquidity providers can 

enjoy high yields, with no impermanent loss or 

slippage, and not be required to deposit token 

pairs into liquidity pools. 



Additionally, you can receive Privi, or other 

popular tokens, when you collateralize your 

Bitcoin. Simply lock your Bitcoin and receive 

Privi tokens. Bitcoin is the most owned crypto 

asset in the world, and this function gives Bitcoin 

immense utility, as with Privi tokens you can 

stake to listen, watch, read and consume content 

for free. 



Privi Credit 


You, DAOs or Pods you are a part of, can apply 

for credit from decentralized credit pools. These 

are under collateralized loans where you or a 

group can obtain crypto without depositing an 

equal (or any) amount of collateral. You, your 

DAO or your Pod simply needs to apply with 

Trust and Endorsement scores. The better the 

score, the better the credit conditions. 




Credit pools are decentralized, and can include 

both known and unknown lenders. Credit pools 

have inventive risk distribution algorithms that 

reduce the impact of default on the credit pool 

by spreading risk between borrowers, lenders 

and providers. 



Privi Credit is given its own ownership and 

governance structure through the Privi Credit 

Token (pCREDIT). Token holders receive 

dividends from the taxation revenue streams of 

the application and can exchange these tokens 

at any time. 



Privi Insurance


Decentralized insurance pools are also available 

to investors of all types. Whether you are looking 

to gain interest or protect an investment, Privi 

Insurance is connected to other applications 

throughout the network. For example, Pod 

creators can get their Pod insured by applying to 

an insurance pool. These insurance pools can 

consist of known underwriters which can be 

supported then by the network of unknown 

underwriters. Digital claims court governs the 

disputes, and there is a Privi Insurance Token 

(pINS) that issues ownership to the network, as 

well dividends from the applications taxation 

revenue. 
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50 % 50 %
trust score endorsement


 score

Trust and endorsement scores are "quantified self" algorithmic 

approaches that make up the digital identity of each user in the 

system.



Think of it as a 21st-century decentralized credit score. Trust scores 

quantify your transactions in the system, while Endorsement scores 

give your network the ability to endorse you as a financially 

trustworthy individual.



The weight of an endorsement is dependent on that endorser own 

trust score. Together, they compile a user worthiness and lends 

confidence to transactions and exchanges.



Trust and endorsement scores for each profile begin at 50% and are 

updated in real-time. Accompanied logics and algorithmic changes to 

the metrics can be voted upon by staking Privi (PRIVI) tokens.



Furthermore, every profile, Pod, and DAO can verify their profile by 

staking Privi (PRIVI) Tokens. And every profile is accompanied by a 

Level. This level is dependent on the amount you sell or consume 

within the network, and the higher the level, the lower your 

transaction fees are.


TRUST WITHIN THE NETWORK

WORTHINESS METRICS



A DECENTRALIZED ADVERTISING 

SYSTEM THAT BENEFITS EVERYONE
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Privi Data and Privi Data Coin (pDATA) are a unique data asset class 

and application. Advertisers buy, sell and transfer pDATA to users for 

impressions and conversions. Creators and brands view this as a 

'funneling' mechanism to attract more eyeballs, clicks, and conversions, 

while those advertised to receive pDATA directly to their wallets (to say, 

swap for BTC or PRIVI).



Transactions between advertisers and users are permissionless and 

automatic, Privi only takes a minuscule transaction fee.



You decide if you want 


your data to be shared by 


clicking on "Open to 


Advertising"

Users receive pDATA 


when they click or convert 


with an ad


Your data is securely 


stored and encrypted 


on the Privi blockchain


Insights are generated on 


your data for advertisers 


to buy with pDATA


Advertisers purchase


pDATA and >90% of profit


is sent to users whose 


data was used

We aim to have pDATA be


publicly traded, making it


first ever data asset class
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PRIVI is the only common point of reference for 

the whole ecosystem. All development happens 

through the PRIVI-app token association. It’s the 

token of control over the whole ecosystem, it is 

the treasury of treasuries. 



Apps target people, and badly used protocols in 

Web2. PRIVI targets the whole consumer based 

notion of Web2. 



Without PRIVI, all these apps work alone and 

there is no reference for internal economic and 

social coordination, which PRIVI provides. 



Every transaction in all apps throughout Privi 

there is a tax. Even for those apps where Privi is 

not involved.



Each transaction has two taxation streams, one 

that goes to Privi, and the other that goes to the 

app. 



The taxation stream for Privi is deposited into a 

PRIVI (Privi ecosystem token) treasury that the 

apps maintain, of which is settled with Privi based 

on need and the networks inflation/deflation 

curve mechanism (read more below). If PRIVI 

based tax needed is more, then the app can loan 

from its own app tax treasury. 



Privi has implemented an inflation and deflation 

supply mechanism that ensures the health of 

PRIVI and app tokens. So even if an app token is 

doing well, the PRIVI does not suffer. And even 

when the PRIVI is launched (as the Privi token will 

be launched after some app tokens), the app 

tokens do not suffer. 



In association with this mechanism, app tokens 

communicate with each other, and are governed 

on a higher scale. 



To put this simply, if there were no PRIVI, then 

the system would be out of control. In this 

regard it is the central decentralized authority, 

servicing as the coordination point both 

economically and socially for the ecosystem.

Privi Ecosystem Taxation

Apps on Apple App Store pay 

30% to Apple, with Privi, it is 

but a fraction of that. 




